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1: Please enter the date you were in town: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2: What was the purpose of your visit to town (please tick all that apply): 

 

   

 

   

 

3: If you choose 'Other', please note your reason for visiting town: 

 

Dentist 

 

16

To shop/ buy something

84%

1

To work

5%

2

Just browsing
11%

1

Other

5%

15/06/2020 x3 

16/06/2020 x2 

18/06/2020 x2 

19/06/2020 x2 

20/06/2020 x2 

22/06/2020 x3 

23/06/2020 x1 

24/06/2020 x2 

25/06/2020 x1 
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4. On a scale of 0 - 10, how safe did you feel during your time in town? (0 = not safe at all, 
10 = confidently safe) 

 

 

NPS  -5 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Please tell us why you rated that way: 

All the shops I entered had made all the proper provision for keeping safe. Also people in the town 
kept 2 metres apart 

Bad social distancing in xxxx and xxxx 

Because no one else was about. 

Clear guidance and shops were making sure there were appropriate signage and people in store. 
Shame people didn't want to keep distance when walking 

Felt happy 

Full compliance with social distancing, hand sanitiser used by all parties before all transactions 

Great to have wider pavement space, markings on the floor, and signs. 

I went to xxxx - they had a good one-way system and some staff were wearing masks.  But some staff 
weren't, a lot of customers weren't, and not everyone was trying to stay 2m apart.  I would have felt 
safer if it looked like other people were taking this seriously and respecting each other needing to be 
safe. 

Many people are ignoring social distancing guidelines when walking around town 

Most people are adhering to social distancing. 

No hand sanitizer in the shopping centre 

People = risk 

People outside of the shops were no keeping to the 2m rule and we not considerate of other when 
waiting for people to pass. 

Social distancing, Hand sanitizer 

Surgery couldn’t have been more careful- 10/10. Car park - well done. No touching entry buttons, 
payment machines or exit barriers. Post Office well marshalled. Only a few stupid people who believe 
they are exempt from social distancing guidance. 

The shops were doing what they could, the shoppers (especially those with masks) did not always 
follow the guidance 

Too many people without masks and not keeping their distance 

Very few shoppers wearing masks or visors 
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6. On a scale of 0 - 10, how safe did you feel whilst at work? (0 = not safe at all, 10 = 
confidently safe) 

 

NPS  100 

 

 

 

7. Please tell us why you rated that way: 
 

All measures taken to ensure safety 

 

 

8. What suggestions would you make to improve your safety in the town? (optional) 

 

Every shop to really buy into the measures and enforce them strictly (kindly obviously), and lots of 
signage etc. to remind people that we are still in a pandemic and not to risk other people's lives - 
they can risk their own if they choose but not the rest of us. 

Hate to say it, but maybe arrows on the pavement to help those less able to think for themselves? 

Make it compulsory for people to wear masks 

Mark the floor and have a one way 

Nil, But the people wearing the face shields on the top of their heads made me smile 

None 

Pedestrianise the high street so there is more room for the queueing necessary and for avoiding 
people under social distancing requirements. 

Sanitizers 

Think it’s down to individuals rather than anything that can be implemented 

Wearing of masks 

 

 

9. Please note any positive experience(s) or service from a local business that you would 
like to mention: 

All shops had queues controlling the number of people in the store, well done! 

Bakers serve quickly and keep people as safe as possible. 

Bupa Hart Dental.  Every part of the process has been considered to ensure the safety 
and protection of everyone 

Great service at 217, sew busy and Sugarplum 
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Xxxx and xxxx did a good job once in the bank but outside of this was not good at all. 

It's great to see the family run shops open 

M and s, waitrose and sainsbury's were all very good well marked and policed by staff 

Nationwide Building Society were very friendly and welcoming 

Sainsbury's staff have been very helpful during lockdown 

Sew Busy - calm and pragmatic 

Sew Busy were making sure that few people were in the store and were very friendly. 

The service in pk pets has been fantastic,  I have also been confident shopping in 
Waitrose. 

Waitrose have been excellent throughout in terms of clarity, a well managed queueing 
system and friendly staff. Everything seems really clean. Also Ready2Print did some 
home delivering during us being quarantined and it helped so much. 

 

NPS scoring since 12th June 

 
 w/c 12th June w/c 19th June ...    

 Q4 On a scale 

of 0 - 10, how 

safe did you feel 

during your time 

in town? 

34 -5     

Q6 On a scale of 

0 - 10, how safe 

did you feel 

whilst at work? 

71 100     
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